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D Level

E Large Rail
Endcap
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A Hooks
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B Grip Locks x4

C Organizer Rails
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Slide grip locks (B) and
A
hooks (A) back on in desired
order. Reattach the cap (E) to
organizer rail (C).
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1b. Slide grip locks and hooks off.
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Note: You can also adjust
configuration after installation
by removing the cap on the right
side and sliding pieces off the
aluminum rail. (Assure you will
have room to do this before
installing.)

Adjust the organizer rails (C)
to desired length for your space.
Important Note:
Do not extend
organizer past the
point at which you
can see the red
indicator lines on
rail. If you expose
these red lines,
retract rails until lines
are covered again.
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Place rails (C) against wall
and place included level (D)
along top of aluminum brackets
to ensure the organizer is
straight.
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Use a pencil to mark the wall
through the two holes at either
end of the rails. If the third hole
in the middle is visible, mark
that too.
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*for use on drywall only

1a. To adjust configuration of
the grip locks (B) and hooks (A),
remove cap (E) on the right
side of the organizer rail (C).
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H Drywall
Anchors x3
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G Screws x3*
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F Small Rail
Endcap
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Note: : These screws/anchors
are for use on drywall. For
walls of other materials, use the
appropriate screws and tools.
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Remove organizer from wall.
Drill pilot holes over the pencil
markings (we recommend a
1 8 inch/3 mm drill bit). Drill
out the holes with a larger
drill bit (we recommend a
¼ inch/6 mm drill bit).
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Place anchors (H) into wall
and push in until flush with
wall. If necessary, use a
hammer or mallet to finish.
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Align holes in rails (C) with
holes in wall.
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Attach rails (C) to the wall with
screws (G). Gently pull on rails
to ensure security before
adding tools.
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To Use

To use grip locks, simply press
the handle of a tool straight into
the grip lock toward the wall.
The grip lock will adjust to fit the
handle and hold tight until you
simply pull to remove the tool.
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